family: 8+

2 players

(playtest version 2.0, 28 May 2014)

Quest for the Open Tavern

15 minutes
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• Build the town of Hommlette by placing the four Town
Cards face up in the center of the play area.
• Shuffle the Adventurers, Governor, and Random
Encounter cards separately, removing one card from each
(the removed cards will not be used in the game).
• Give one player the three Adventurers cards, the other
player the three Governor cards, and place the six
Random Encounter cards face down near the Town.
• Give the Adventurers player one 3-character token, two
2-character tokens, and two 1-character tokens.
• Give the Governor player one 3-character token, two 2character tokens, one 1-character token, and one Bluff
token.
• The players keep their cards and character tokens
secret.
• Give each player tokens or markers that can be used to
track Devastation, Booze, and Oppression (coins,
wooden cubes, or something similar).
Example Setup

Adventurer player - all
components kept secret

Town Cards

Contest Cards

Requirement

Contest cards include the Town locations, cards played
by the Adventurers and Governor, as well as Random
Encounters.
Card Type

Order

Players can earn character cards
as rewards in contests. Each
character card can only be used
once per game.

Character Cards

Order: The order in which contests are resolved.

Reward: Rewards granted to the winner of the contest.

Character Placement Locations: Spaces where character
tokens can be placed are designated with the appropriate
Adventurers or Governor icons.

Requirement: The value in this area must be equal to or
greater than the Victory Level type for the card to be put
into play. In the example above, there must be 3
Oppression for the Wayfarer’s Guild card to be put into
play.

Card Type: The type of card (either Town, Adventurers,
Governor, or Random Encounter)

Governor
Reward

Adventurers

Booze
Governor player - all
components kept secret

Governor
Character
Placement
Locations

In Quest for the Open Tavern, players engage in a
competitive blind bid character placement game that
embraces DIRECT player interaction. This ain’t your
dad’s Euro! One player takes the role of the “Wayfarers of
Devastation” — a party of Adventurers that recently slew
a Great Red Wyrm (or so they claim) and want to
celebrate with random acts of drunkenness and senseless
vandalism. But they’ve come to the wrong town! The
other player takes the role of Governor Xaggy of
Hommlette — he's heard about this band of ne’er-dowells and he’s ready for them — he will stop at nothing
to keep the town safe. Complicating the issue is the land
is under siege from Zombies, Demons, Drunken Wizards,
and a well organized Thieves’ Guild, any of which can
force the Wayfarers and Governor Xaggy to become
uneasy allies.

Iconography
Despite its revolutionarily light, quick-playing, micro, yet
still complex, challenging, and engaging awesomeness,
Quest for the Open Tavern makes use of a lot of icons. I
think right before we designed the game we were
probably playing Race for the Galaxy. Here’s a few key
icons to keep in mind:
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Town
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This is what you’ve all been waiting for - the amazing
action in Quest for the Open Tavern takes place over the
course of a night (six game turns).
The Adventurers player will be taking the lead in turns 1,
3, and 5, while the Governor player leads in turns 2, 4,
and 6. Each turn consist of the following actions:
1) Reveal a Random Encounter: a Random Encounter
card is drawn and placed face up by the Town
(replacing any existing Random Encounter card).
2) Place a Card From Hand Into Play: the lead player
takes a card from their hand, and places it face up by
the Town. If the player already has a card in play, the
player can choose to keep that card in play instead of
placing a new card.
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Occasionally things get so bad for Governor Xaggy and
the Wayfarers of Devastation that they have to form an
uneasy alliance. In the cases of Demonic Invasion,
Zombie Plague, Drunk Wizards, and Thieves' Guild,
players are required to place a minimum number of
characters, working cooperatively against a common foe.
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Rewards if
Players Win

Digital Capricorn Studios

• The Adventurers player wins if at the end of a turn the
Devastation Level is 10 and the Booze Level is 5 or more,
or if the Booze is 10 and the Devastation is 5 or more.
• The Governor player wins the game if at the end of a
turn, the Oppression Level is 10 or more.
• If the Governor and Adventures meet their goals on the
same turn, the Adventurers player wins.
• If none of the win conditions above are met by the end
of the sixth turn, the Governor player wins.

Winning the Game

Winning Shared Contests: Unlike normal contests, the
common foe in shared contests wins tie results.

Minimum character placement: If this
icon is on a character placement location,
the appropriate player must place at least
one 1-character token.

Number of
common foe
characters that
must be overcome

3) Place Characters: starting with the lead player, and
alternating, the players put their tokens face down on
empty spaces on any cards that are in play (note that
Adventurers and Governor tokens can only be played
on their associated spaces).
If one player has more character tokens (it can happen!)
then that player will just have a few extra placements
once the other player has run out of character tokens.
4) Resolve Contests: once all character tokens have been
placed, they are flipped over and revealed according to
the order on the card. Count the number of characters
on each card. The player with the most characters on
each card wins that contest and gains the reward
shown. The bluff token has no value when counting
characters (it’s used for bluffing!). For example, if the
Adventurers player has a 2-character token and a 1character token on the Inn (for a total of three), and the
Governor player only had a 2-character token on the
Inn, the Adventurer player would win. If the result is a
tie, neither player gets a reward.
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This section provides detailed information on icons that
appear on the cards.

Devastation, Booze, and Oppression:
Award the player with the amount of
devastation, booze, or oppression
indicated.

Characters: These icons are associated
with character cards. If one of these icons
is part of a reward, give the appropriate
player the corresponding character card at
the end of the turn.

Recruit: If this icon is part of a reward, give the
contest winner an extra 1-character token. This
reward may only be received one time by each
player.

Refresh: If this icon is part of a reward, return the
1-character token in the Prison or Hospital to the
Adventurers player.

Prison (as Reward): If this is part of a reward,
place one of the Adventurers' 1-character tokens
on the corresponding space on the Prison Town
Card (if empty).

Prison (as Character Placement Location): A 1-character
token placed on this space because of a reward cannot be
removed until the Adventurers player has won a contest
on the Prison and the character is refreshed. The token
does count towards the total of the contest!

Injury (as Reward): If this icon is part of a
reward, place one of the Adventurers' 1-character
tokens on the corresponding space on the
Hospital Town Card (if empty).

Injury (as Character Placement Location): A 1-character
token placed on this space because of a reward cannot be
removed until the Adventurers player has won a contest
on the Hospital and the character is refreshed. The token
does count towards the total of the contest!
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